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LIFE

  Across
 10 If I could cut down 

showing contempt for 
Shakespeare … (4)

 14 Dispute what stroke  
does? (3)

 15 We should explain coda? 
(8)

 17 They don’t fly about when 
filled with hydrogen (5)

 18 Revolution where TV 
show’s researchers work? 
(7)

 19 Arrested democrat by 
French square (6)

 22 One making checks for  
bed canopy (6)

 24 Maiden leaves inadequate 
bore (5)

 26 King Charles to flourish 
uncrowned, in place used  
at intervals (5,4)

 27 Supermarket’s punch –  
it sent signals (5,4)

 29 Permission to resign (5)
 31 Blair, so-called creator  

of doublethink (6)
 34 French leader’s  

non-French accent (6)
 38 Feeling excited and 

awkward, with couples 
swapping? (5)

 40 Described sheep’s milk? (3)
 41 Voluntary director pursues 

poor annual rise (name 
withheld) (10)

 42 What’s found in higher  
nest (4)

 43 It’s not true I excited 
Aunt Dotty (12)

  Down
 2 Stinking rich, but not well 

brought up? (4-6)
 3 Aussie natives with very 

skilled trades (7)

 4 Heard joints explode  
with irritation (5)

 5 Desperate man and 
pickpocket inform old 
pipsqueak (9)

 6 Expert champion gets 
uniform for India (6)

 7 Admit protein has no 
power (3,2)

 8 S African people sent up 
are so cross (4)

 13 Bet engagement’s missed  
in Dad and Mum penning 
one nuptial ode (12)

 16 Creature among cockles 
and whelks, one way or 
another (3)

 19 This plant might supply 
seeds, with one part 
multiplied fourfold (6)

 20 Goal with this poll is to 
name famous actress? (6)

 23 Four claim to be ill, 
emitting gas (9)

 25 One doesn’t hang around 
otter playing with egg (2-6)

 28 Matching clothes in two 
80s movies? (7)

 30 Listener’s problem puzzle 
ultimately accepted by 
editor at last with a kiss (6)

 32 What rube might call 
Georgia Lambert? (3)

 33 Lewis character, apparently 
initially killed at first, 
I missed (5)

 35 Hooter that is painful  
to suffer (5)

 37 Shakespearean bears 
include panda in species 
finally (4)

A first prize of £30 and two 
runners-up prizes of £20 for the 
first correct solutions opened on  
10 July. Please scan or 
photograph entries and email 
them (including the crossword 
number in the subject field) to 
crosswords@spectator.co.uk,  
or post to: Crossword 2609, 
The Spectator, 22 Old Queen 
Street, London SW1H 9HP. 

Crossword 
2609:  
Hard work 
by Mr Magoo

that sperm muttering some choice and, might I say, 
apposite language in the circumstances, as it chugs 
along those tubes.
David Silverman/Jeremy Clarkson

When, as Tennyson has it, a young man’s fancy turns 
to love, it’s the mating season and high time to pop 
out his intimate gentleman’s gentleman, driving said 
fellow pronto up the fairway of the gamest girl he can 
muster, thereupon pumping away like billy-o until 
he produces a sort of cream to accompany the eggs 
any girl worth her salt is apparently odds on to have 
stashed away behind the old belly button in plenitude. 
You’d think a chap might earn a reviving omelette for 
his exertions, but no: Mother Nature leaves him moon-
ing about for nine months (missing the Flat season 
entirely, I shouldn’t wonder) before this creamy, eggy 
cocktail emerges as a bouncing infant of one sort or the 
other. Jeeves insists birds and bees have been about a 
not dissimilar lark since time immemorial. ‘Bees,’ I 
loftily corrected him, ‘cannot make omelettes.’
Adrian Fry/Bertie Wooster

Right, you ’orrible lot. I’m Sar’nt-Major Reed, and 
you will address me as Sar’nt-Major. But you will not 
address me at all unless invited to do so, which is high-
ly improbable.

Today, we have naming of parts. Unlike previous 
training on this topic, the parts in question are not rifles 
or tanks, but your parts. Private parts. What we might 
call ‘privates’ privates’.

We will also be considering parts of the female 
anatomy, which in your case you have not got.

Now, on finding yourself alone with a naked 
female person, you’ll notice your wossname coming to 
attention – as you were, Private Eliot, we don’t require 
a demonstration.

The part of the first party is then inserted into the 
part of the second party, and coition takes place.

That’s all for today. Tomorrow we’ll be looking at 
certain precautions you can take, though none of them 
very reliable.

Dismissed! 
Sylvia O. Smith/Henry Reed

If you can keep your organ well erected 
without Viagra, when the heat’s on you, 
if you can find the orifice, directed, 
and take the plunge and bravely follow through, 
if you can send your sperm upon their mission,  
toward the egg before your ardour cools,  
if you can make the most of your position,  
and stay the course, and don’t have worn-out tools,  
if you, my son, these simple facts can master, 
if there is implantation, life and such, 
if you don’t get off early (a disaster),  
you’ll walk with Kings, for Kings can do as much; 
if you can consummate with great endeavour, 
if you can fill an oven with a bun, 
you’ll know what birds and bees have known for 
 ever,  
and what is more, you’ll knock her up, my son! 
Janine Beacham/Rudyard Kipling

NO. 3306: FUTURISM

You are invited to submit a poem about pro-
crastination. Please email entries of up to 16 
lines to lucy@spectator.co.uk by midday on 
28 June.
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SOLUTION TO 2606: IN A TWINKLING   

The unclued lights are some of the brightest Northern 
Hemisphere stars.

First prize Peter Taylor-Mansfield, Worcester
Runners-up Jo Anson, Birmingham; Caroline Arms, 
Ithaca, NY, USA
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One unclued light (2 words) 
labels the others (two of 3 words 
and one of 5 words, each spread 
across two entries).
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